
ECE 207 Lab Project 5 – Power System Calculations in MATLAB 

Purpose: MATLAB provides a convenient way to automate the required calculations for the three elements of a 

power system: generator, transmission line, and load. In this project you will create a MATLAB script to accept 

parameters of the load and transmission line and from these calculate all required values for power system 

analysis. 

Deliverables: 

 Hardcopy of MATLAB .m file 

 Hardcopy of MATLAB calculation results using the values from the Day 2-2 in-class example 

Procedure: 

1. Create a MATLAB script (.m file) that contains four distinct sections: 

a. Description, including your names (recall that comments begin with ‘%’) 

b. System parameters 

c. Calculations 

d. Results display 

 

2. The system parameters (inputs to your calculations) shall be: 

a. Load voltage (take as reference phase, or 0) 

b. Load power in watts 

c. Load power factor (assume lagging) 

d. Line impedance in ohms (a single complex value) 

 

3. The calculations shall be grouped into four subgroups: 

a. Load: theta in radians, theta in degrees, reactive power, and complex power 

b. Transmission Line: line current (a complex value) and line average power (line loss) 

c. Generator: generator voltage (a complex value) 

d. System performance: efficiency and voltage regulation, each expressed as a percentage 

 

4. The results display shall show the following quantities and associated units: 

a. Load: load voltage, average power, reactive power, complex power (rectangular format and polar 

format), and power factor 

b. Transmission Line: current (polar format) and line power loss 

c. System performance: efficiency and voltage regulation 

 

5. Useful MATLAB features and functions: 

a. ‘j’ is predefined as square root of -1, i.e., entering ‘2+j*3’ works fine to enter a complex value 

b. ‘conj()’, ‘abs()’, ‘real()’, ‘imag()’, and ‘angle()’ are useful for working with complex values 

c. ‘acos()’ is inverse cosine; all trig-related functions work in radians 

d. ‘disp(sprintf())’ displays formatted results, i.e., ‘disp(sprint(‘Vload: %g Vrms’, Vload))’ prints the 

voltage with a label and units on a single line; use ‘%%’ to print a single percent sign 


